Democrats Suffer Loss;
Nation Reflects Trend
By SANDY FA R R ELL '68

The voters of Erie County gave
the GOP an overwhelming vic
tory. The Republicans picked up
two supreme court judgeships, a
seat each on the family court
and Common Council. The GOP
retained the position of County
Clerk and won 25 of 30 places
in the contests for town supervi
sors and 12 out of 20 seats in
the new county legislature. And
Republican Ed Rath was returned
to a third term as County Execu
tive with a surprising margin. In
this Republican onslaught, the
city Democrats retained 6 judgeships, 5 out of 10 Council seats
and the positions of Council
President and City Comptroller.
Erie County elections reflected
those across the state and nation.
New York Republicans captured
four to five of six County Execu
tive posts and 24 of 39 mayoralty
seats. Like all the counties in
the state, Erie County rejected
the Democrat-endorsed charter
and, along with the state, the
county approved Republican Gov
ernor Rockefeller’s transportation
bond issue. Across the country
the GOP amassed a 2/3 control
over the New Jersey legislature
and earned the governorship in
Kentucky after 20 years of Dem
ocratic rule and made substantial
gains in the Democratic held
Virginia legislature.
Republican prospects for 1968
are very bright. The GOP now
holds 26 of 50 governorships and
these 26 state have 34 more than
th§ number of electorial votes
necessary to elect a President.
Despite the assertion that GOP
successes are only “local phen
omena” many see it as a direct
rejection of LBJ. However, San
Francisco voters downed a referdum to pull out of Viet Nam
2 to I.+ The passage of Rockefel
ler’s bond issue is an indice of
power which augers well for 1968,
in spite of the governor’s denial
of presidential aspiration. Con
versely, the charter’s repudiation
means that sponsor Travia should
abandon his gubernatorial ambi
tions.
The Democrats suffered great
losses in Buffalo which has a
Democratic majority of 53,000.
Partially at fault was the defec
tion of normally Democrat wards
and the heavy Republicans in
roads into four more Democratic
wards. Because of the Republi
can nomination of Mrs. Alfred
Slominski the contests became a
choice between the traditional
Democratic affiliation and ethnic
loyalty of the Poles. Moreover the
city turn-out was 64% against
74.3% of Republican Erie County.
However, the greatest damage
was done by the Democrats'fail
ure to arouse Negro voters and to
nominate a Negro candidate on
metropolitan or county levels.
Thus the Negro turn-out ranged
from 45-58% and the fall-away
losses from the 1963 elections
ranged from 19.3-29.2% in Negro
districts.
However, Democrats elected
mayors in Gary, Cleveland, Phila
delphia, and Boston as well as
Baltimore and Utica. The first
group of victories is seen as a
victory over bigotry. Carl B.
Stokes became the first Negro
mayor of a major U.S. city and
Negro Richard G. Hatcher was
elected, despite a white backlash,
in predominantly Negro Gary,
Indiana. James Tate is Philadel
phia’s first Roman Catholic
Mayor. And the Negro block,
coupled with the failure of segre
gationist Mrs. Louise Hicks to
do more than split the white
vote, made Democrat-endorsed
Kevin White, mayor of Boston.
Nevertheless, Buffalo’s elec
tions may reflect a contrary
trend. Like Mrs. Hicks, Mrs. Slo
minski (R-C) ran on an anti-

intergrationist busing issue. But
Mrs. Slominski accrued an im
mense 20,319 pluralty over in
cumbent D e m o c r a t Morrisey.
Thus, she defeated 12 year Coun
cil man Dudzick and augmented
Rath’s city totals. Buffalo Con
servatives out-polled the Liberals
by wide margins in all but the
contests for city judgeships. Fi
nally, the GOP’s attack on execu
tive candidate D. A. Michael Dillion included a paucity of in
dictments following June’s Negro
riots.
As the Republicans, led by
Mrs. Slominski, cut heavily into,
traditionally Democratic areas,
there seem to be indictions of
a successful white backlash.

S A F Committee
Holds M eeting;
Members Named
The first meeting of the Stu
dent-Administration-Faculty Com
mittee was held W e d n e s d a y ,
November 8, in Oddy Lounge.
Chaired by Mr. Eugene F. Heidenburg, Vice President in charge
of Development, the committee
was formed last year from the
Student Affairs Committee. The
purpose of the committee is to
discuss issues relative to all seg
ments of the college community
and to direct the recommenda
tions derived from the exchange
of opinion to the proper chan
nels.
Committee membership consists
of two administrators, two faculty
members and three students se
lected by the Executive Board
of Senate.
In addition to Mr. Heidenburg
Sister Catherine Mary, O.S.F.,
Registrar,' represents the admin
istration. From the faculty come
Sister Mary Aline, O.S.F., History
Department and Miss J a n e L.
Bartkowiak, a French instructor.
The student representatives are
Katherine Britton ’69, N a n c y
Kelly ’70, and Mâryanne Casey
’69.
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New O ffice o f Student Body President Created;
Close Vote Endorses Executive Board Plan
A new executive council for
student government was voted
into existence, subject to student
approval, by the joint resident
council, Wick board, and Senate
groups. This board would have
ultimate,responsibility for financ
ing, calendaring, and keynoting.
In a close vote, twenty girls
voted for such change in struc
ture in opposition to the seven
teen who desired a change within
existing organization. The main
purpose given was to improve
communications between all seg
ments of student government.
In what to one observer was
“a shocking aboutface,” these
same representatives created an
office reason against such an
establishment at a meeting earl
ier in the week. Proposal “D”
as the new organization was de
signated, stipulates that there be
weekly meetings between the
president, chairmen of senate,
resident council, and W i c k
board, and also newly-created
positions of secretary and treas
urer of student government.

The intricacies of the proposal
will be worked out by a volun
tary committee composed at pres
ent of two senators, two Wick
board members, and six from
resident council. Each present
ly existing group will designate
its own structure in consultation
with this group. It will have an
Miss Casey expressed her opti appointed chairman.
mism for the committee by say
Another part of the proposal
ing: “There is great potential for establishes a new office of Wick
resolving areas of conflict among board chairman. This was previ
the segments of college commun ously maintained by the senate
ity through this group.”

jodway exhibition at rhc
This year’s first One-Man Art
Exhibit, featuring Mr. Jay Jodway, will be held in the Duns
Scotus Exhibition Area from Fri
day, December 1, 1967, through
Wednesday, January 3, 1968. The
e x h i b i t , entitled “Prints and
Drawing,” will feature etchings
on copper plates and lithographs
on barvarian l i m e s t o n e . The
prints will be done on handmade
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paper, and the drawings will be
handled in several mediums.
Mr. Jodway, a native of Detroit,
is a graduate of Cranbrook Acad
emy of Art in Bloomfield Hills,
Michigan, where he majored in
Graphics (printmaking). He also
received his M.F.À. Degree from
Cranbrook.
Prior to coming to Rosary Hill,
Mr. Jodway was a part-time in
structor at Macomb Community
College in Michigan. In his first
year here, he is teaching Basic
Design, Advanced Design, a n d
Printmaking.
In addition to his upcoming ex
hibit, Mr. Jodway has also ex
hibited at the Second Interna
tional Print Exhibition at Eastern
Michigan University; the Sixth
National Print Exhibition in Con
necticut; Imprint, the National
Print Exhibit, at Kutztown State
College, Pennsylvania; and Prints
’66, the Michigan Association of
Printmakers Fourth Biennial Ex
hibition.
Mr. Jodway’s exhibit here at
the Hill will begin with an open
reception from 8 to 10 p.m. on
Friday, December 1st. All who
are interested will then have a
chance to meet and to talk with
the artist.

vice-president. This point was
much debated at the meeting
since the question of her new
duties (the old chairman) would
have to be re-evaluated.
There were three other pro
posals as introduced by Paula
Barton ’68, Susan Mauri ’68, and
Mary Ryon ’68. Tnese all stipu
lated compulsory meetings, but
differed in approaches. The ques
tion of finances played an im
portant role in the debate. It is

expected by many that there will
be a student activity fee levied
on all students in the future.
One reporters’ understanding was
that a student tax is an integral
part of proposal “D” mad as such
wil be so established.
Since' a majority approved the
measure, it will go into effect if
sanctioned by two-thirds of the
student association. One hand
book for the entire campus will
also be printed.

NSA D isaffiliatio n D eb ated ;
To Present W ithdraw al B ill
An open debate on the subject
of disaffiliation from NSA will
be held. The Ascent under the
sponsorship of Senate Corres
ponding Secretary Mary Lou Mar
chioli ’69, will present a bill to
the Student Association calling
for such disaffiliation.
The pro-NSA panel will con
sist of Dani Morsheimer, NSA
co-ordinator on c a m p u s , Raul
Cohen of Queens College, and
Meryl Markowitz, NSA Chairman
at UB. Mr. Cohen is a member
of the National Supervisory Board
for the Northeast region.
Defending their bill will be
Miss Marchioli, Maureen Connaughton, editor of The Ascent,
and members of the staff. As
Miss Marchioli stated: “I know a
lot of people say NSA has extras
available for the student but the
political side which goes before
the public is not in line with
RHC student body thinking. For
this reason, I feel we should

disaffiliate from the national or
ganization.”
In explanation of the newspap
er’s position^ The Ascent noted
editorially that NSA has become
a spotlight for the extreme ele
ments of the college community.
Miss Connaughton further assert
ed, “We feel it is an injustice
to students here to have them
identified with such a radical
group whose public pronounce
ments are almost always in direct
conflict with their thinking.
D e n i s e Landry ’69, Ascent
News Editor, added, “I feel NSA
is going nowhere. I cannot see
that it has influenced any seg
ment of student life on this cam
pus.”
There have been three colleges
which have disaffiliated with the
group for various reasons in the
past year. These are Brandeis
University, Amherst College and
University of Michigan.

AAUP Recognizes Students' Rights;
Greater Personal Freedom Seen
WASHINGTON (CPS) — The
American Association of Univer
sity Professors has become the
second of five national organiza
tions to go on record in favor
of a joint statement on the rights
and freedoms of students.

there appears likely. The Council
is the organization’s policy-mak
ing body and its recommenda
tions have considerable influence
on the membership. The Council
consists of 30 elected representa
tives.

The statements endorses such
rights as a student role in policy
making and due process for stu
dents in disciplinary cases.

The National Student Associa
tion was the first of the five or
ganizations to endorse the state
ment. This action came at the
NSA Congress in August.

The AAUP’s national council
unanimously endorsed the state
ment during a closed meeting
here last weekend. Although the
statement still must be presented
to the full AAUP membership at
a meeting next April, passage

In addition to AAUP and NSA,
the statement was drafted by rep
resentatives of the American As
sociation of Colleges, the Nation
al Association of Student Person(Cont’d on Pg. 2)

Faces in the News:

Eugene Joseph McCarthy
By MARY CAROL MADEJ '69

It may be hard to believe, but
there are other Democrats besides
Lyndon Johnson, Robert Kennedy,
Hubert Humphrey and J. William
Fulbright! Granted, you may have
to look for them under a barrage
of criticism, but a good Democrat
is as hard to hide as that famous
“Maverick” from Oregon.
The senior senator from Min
nesota, Eugene Joseph McCarthy,
is a party member held in high
repute, not only by his colleagues,
but by the people of his state
as well. Born in 1916, McCarthy
is a former professor of sociology,
farmer and writer. His education
included attendance at St. John’s
Preparatory School, St. John’s
University in Collegeville, Minn,
(where he received a Bachelor of
Arts degree) and enrollment at
the University of Minnesota
which culminated in his being
awarded a Master’s degree. Dur
ing the war, McCarthy was in
volved in military intelligence.
First elected to the House in
1948, McCarthy has served in
Congress since that time, and
his voting record from the be
ginning has been liberal. The
American Federation of Labor
has scored his “right” while scor
ing the other famous McCarthy
“all wrong.”
McCarthy has supported exten
sion of trade agreements, rent
control acts and long range hou
sing bills. He has opposed a
number of measures geared to
reduce government spending. The
Senator has favored the univer-

Any Student
who is ... responsible
event should submit
tinent information
Wick Desk before
Publicity is released.
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W ar Declared;
US in Danger?
COPENHAGEN, Denmark (CPS)
— The independent republic of
Bird Island, situated in the mid
dle of a city lake here, has de
clared total war on the United
States, according to the British
news service reporters.
The newly proclaimed republic
has a population of six. It would
have been seven, but one of the
founding fathers fell overboard
from the landing craft—a dinghy
—and had to swim back to shore.
Danish police on the Banks of
Lake Sortedamssoeen were mak
ing invasion plans today because
the Bird Islanders—students from
an organization called Zenith—
refused to give up their 1200square-yard country.
The group has sent a^ telegram
to the United Nations seeking
membership and a cable to the
U.S. Embassy here declaring total
war.

sal military training acts, has
supported the admission of poli
tical refugees from Communist
countries, and believes in mak
ing wire-tap evidence available in
certain cases.
In the case of morality in poli
tics, Senator McCarthy believes
that the behavior in government
reflects the general level of mo
rality in the United States. While
he condemns no one, he believes
that truth and honesty are ab
solve necessities if the govern
ment is to run properly.
Senator McCarthy also believes
in bringing Christian principles
into the government. The Chris
tian statesman, according to Mc
Carthy, should show “Alertness
to protect and defend the rights
of individuals or institutions
from violation by the state or by
other institutions or persons. He
should be the first to detect and
oppose a truly totalitarian threat
or movement and the last to label
every proposal for social reform
“socialistic.”
Senator McCarthy shows, in his
various stands, that moderate
liberalism can be and is still a
very vibrant movement in an age
where extremism seems to be
gaining a strong foothold.

By SISTER NANCY FERRARI

I’m tired. I’m tired of “going
to church” and “saying my pray
ers,” and I’m sick and tired of
“protective plastic coatings.”
When I was young I had a
dear, lumpy, brown, teddy bear.
How does that go—“had no wor
ries, had no care. Me and my
teddy bear. . . .” One can never
be lonely when one has a teddy
bear, you know, and never be
afraid. And, most of all, teddy
bears don’t hurt.
Sometimes I cry for that teddy
bear, and for the simple naivete
of make-believe. Sometimes it
hurts so much to be grown up.
It would be so much easier if I
had my teddy bear to hug.
I can’t remember exactly when
I first left my teddy bear alone.
Somewhere along the line I did
leave him. 'I made a friend.
From that- time on things just
couldn’t be the same. But friends
are different from teddy bears.
Friends are real. Each time you
meet them you meet reality, and
you grow. Friends don’t always
become just what you want them
to be, they don’t want them
the w o r d s you put in their
mouths, they aren’t always there

Nov. 2

comedy—“The Imaginary
Invalid”
Studio Arena Theater, 8:30 p.m.
(through Dec. 2)
Nov. 6 -Dec. 10

Nov. 17

po?se’n ivy
1086 ELMWOOD AVE.
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GUEST STARS ★

The Buffalo Springfield
"Rock 'n Roll Woman"

PLUS THE NATION’ S HOTTEST GROUP

THE SOUL SURVIVORS
"Expressway to Your Heart"

AH Seats Reserved

$5, $4, $3, $2
Tickets now on sale at Buffalo Fes
tival Ticket Office, Hotel StatierHilton Lobby; Sample Stores, Hertel,
Walden; U.. of B. Norton Hall; Brun
do's, Niagara Falls.

10.

Student R ig h t s ...
(Cont’d from Page 1)
nel Administrators, and the Na
tional Association of Women’s
Deans and Counselors. The gov
erning body of AAC will consider
the statement m January, and
° í , ‘ 6 S • 0t
NASpA and NAWDC will review
it next April.
These three hurdles for the
statement
,,
- to * are jconsidered
* attty tougheri
than NSA and AAXJP approval,
since these groups, particularly
the AAC, were more conservative
in their views during the drawing
up of the statement this summer.

A survey of college presidents
conducted by the magazine Col
lege Management showed that
most of them agreed with basic
academic freedoms of students in
principIe but were ,
wiUing
to approve such practical applications as a £ree student " j
and free choice of campus speak
ers.
The statement is considered
significant becauSe the bodies
wbich dra£ted ¡, represent ad_
ministratorS| £aculty memberS;
an(j students
Robert Van Waes> associate
secretary of AAUP, said the
AAUP council was “very enthu
siastic” about the principles of
academic freedom for students.
He termed the joint statement
“a big step toward creating a
national consensus on certain stu
dent rights and freedoms -and a
prelude to achieving a national
consensus on the student role in
institutional government.”
is me. And you are the Church,
Some of the major provisions
and Christ is the Church. And I of the statement include:
don’t expect the Church to be
my teddy bear, my security. I
*A long list of due process re
-want “Church” to be real, and quirements in major cases, in
you to be real, because if you’re cluding putting the burden of
not real, then neither is Christ. proof on the college and guaran
Just as I have outgrown my teddy teeing the student’s right to de
bear, I have outgrown “going to fend himself.
church”; I want to experience
Church.
*The right to attend college
I’m tired of “saying my pray without regard to race, to invite
ers.” I want my very existence speakers of students’ own choosto be prayer. I want every breath ,
and to have
and eve!7 movement to be a Part dom of o£f.cam
actj£n without
of the eternal movement. I dont fear o£ universit pimishment £or
want my words to be my teddy the Tlo]atjOT o£ ci' u laws.
bear; I want my words to express
^Protection of students from
here and now what I live all day “arbitrary and prejudiced” grad
long.
ing by professors.
I’m sick and tired of “protec
tive plastic coatings.” I’m tired of
*A free student press. When
attending Mass and saying my
ever
possible, the statement says,
prayers and letting the priest
student newspapers should be

when you want to hug them.
Friends can hurt, and that’s why
I sometimes cry.
I cry, but no mater how much
I ache inside, I can not go back.
Reality is too exciting—too real!
I can’t claim to have penetrated
reality completely; I have tasted
it, and I know when something
is sham.
I’m tired of “going to church”
because I want to be the Church.
I am the Church and the Church

r d hä at“

eg Z i o n e ° e n S * * *

closed in clear plastic. It’s artificial. It’s not real. If I can’t
find tTuth in the Mass, then
where can I ever find truth? If
the Mass is not true then the
world is meaningless. And if I
can know this truth in isolation,
the Church is meaningless, and
my teddy bear is all I need.

IT'S HAPPENING

music—lecture “Richard Wag
ner”, 4-6 p.m., Baird Hall, U.B.

Monogram, 3 initials $2.50
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I will drivve in an alert, courteous, and sane manner.
I will always operate my vehicle at a safe speed for conditions,
and at no time will I take Unnecessary risks.
I will not drive when my senses and ability are affected by
alcohol or strong medicines.
I will be ever-cautious toward pedestrians, keeping in mind
that I, too, am often a pedestrian.
I will be tolerant toward other drivers.
I recognize that my right to drive a vehicle upon the streets
and highways is a privilege that must be shared with others
and not abused.
I will obey all traffic laws, signs,, and signals.
I will never insist on the right-of-way if by yielding the rightof-way to others I may prevent an accident.
I will keep my vehicle in a safe and proper working condition
at all times.
Above all, in my driving, I pledge that I will “Do Unto
Others as I Would Have Others Do Unto Me.”

REPLACED B Y PEOPLE

Nov. 16

Zip Back, Slip Over $A.95
or V Neck ................... T
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A ttention: S a fe D riving Rules

dear, brown teddy bear gone;

act—31st Annual WNY Artists
Exhibition, Albright-Knox Art
Gallery

FUR-BLEND SWEATERS

Saturday, Nov. 18
8:30 P.M. at

music—The Fine Arts Quartet
Beethoven Cycle: IV, V, VI,
- Baird Hall, U.B., 8:30 p.m.
music—Pop Concert
American Music Theater
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra
Kleinhans Music Hall, 8:30 p.m.
music—Band Concert
Buffalo State University Music
Dept.
Rockwell Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.

Nov. 18

music—U.B. Chorus Concert
Fillmore Room
Norton Hall, U.B., 8:30 p.m.
music—Country & Western
Concert
Ernest Tubb, conducting
Kleinhans Music Hall, 8:30 p.m.
Nov. 19

music—Symphonic Concert
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra
guest cellist, Pierre Fournier
Kleinhans, 2:30 p.m.
repeat performance: Nov. 21,
8:30 p.m.
music—Buffalo Hadassah
Concert
Diahann Carroll and Henry
Youngman
Kleinhans, 8:30 p.m.
Nov. 21

exhibit—Russian Cultural
Exhibition
Assembly Hall, Memorial Aud.
(through Dec.)

Nov. 24

music—Pop Concert
Carmel Quinn
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra
Kleinhans, 8:30 p.m.
film—“Intolerance”
Buffalo Museum of Science,
8:15 p.m.

and

a“‘° ”°-

separate corporation. When thisa
is notm possible,
the statement
, ,
... .
aJ itude,nt Press. sufficient y
autonomous to remain a vehicle
for freedom of inquiry and ex
pression.
? niveI3

y “

The joint drafting committee
also made recommendations for
the implementation of the prin
ciples outlined in the statement.
Perhaps the most significant was
the recommendation for joint ap
proaches to regional accrediting
agencies to seek embodiment of
the new principles in standards
for accreditation.

The drafting committee also ad
vocated joint efforts to promote
acceptance of the new standards
on the institutional level and the
establishment of machinery to fa
Nov. 29
theater—Emlyn Williams as cilitate continuing joint interpre
“Dylan Thomas Growing Up” tation.
Kleinhans Music Hall, 8:30 p.m.
The statement has come under
Nov. 30
some criticism from student lead
Dinner-French Dinner
ers because portions of it are
Rosary Hill Campus
vague. These leaders think these
room to be posted, 6:00 p.m.
portions may give administrations
too much leeway. However, NSA
Dec. 1
President Ed Schwartz, who sat
dance—Dance Recital
Wick Social Room, 8:30 p.m. T* on the drafting committee, said
this summer that these state
Dec. 2
ments, which were often com
art—Art Display
promises between NSA and the
Mr. Jay Jodway
other groups were better than
Rosary Hill art faculty
what some of the groups had pro
(through Jan. 3)
posed.

The
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Editorials:
New Brand o f Religion
“I am a Saint,” Christ is my brother;” these are among
the phrases one hears every time she attends a Mass on
the Rosary Hill campus. We are sorry but we are not
saints and Christ is God, a Divine Person, not our brother.
Perhaps this isn’t such a journalistically correct editorial,
but the fact remains that religion on this campus is swiftly
becoming a mockery. We hold hands, we embrace at the
Kiss^ of Peace, we shout out during the sermons. Where
is the reverence? Half the time laughter, embarrassment,
astonishment results from these gestures, but generally the
result is consternation. We know of a “Bona man” who
went to his second Holy Day Mass just so he could get the
Kiss of Peace from his neighbor.
Love, love, love becomes a constant refrain, reiterated
repeatedly. It sounds more like a hippie community than
a sacred celebration. The spokesmen act as if they invented
the word. Lave has become almost like a TV commercial—
result: you block your mind the moment you hear it. Instead
of something special, it’s an empty phrase, resounding from
the walls.
We have heard people enter Mass wondering aloud what
type performance will be given that day. We see pictures
from books, practice our songs, receive mimeographed
sheets. Mass is starting to be yet another class, like dance,
which we must endure once a week.
Speaking of dance, we wonder when we’ll start gyrating
during the celebration like in some Bacchic rite. As it is,
Mass is more like a hootenanny than a sacred liturgical
function.
We are not saying that the new liturgy does not have
its benefits. Most can participate more fully with the
English translation. The fact remains, however, that many
have a tendency to forget that this campus is not comprised
solely of religious liberals. There are some, call us con
servatives or reactionaries as you wish, who prefer a silent
communication with their Creator. To them, these constant
distractions are at least annoying.
Lest anyone consider this an attack upon one person
or one group, we want it known that we can understand
and sympathize with attempts to incite more religious fervor.
The point is, however, that different people find their faith
in different manners. Perhaps you are lucky if you can
meditate while singing and talking. It’s only just, however,
to remember that others may and do object to such activities.
The perfect solution may be a tempering of the extreme, or
alternating liturgies. One mass could be said with a mind
to the more traditionalist, while a second could cater to
the more liberal.
Whatever the solution may prove, to be, we can only
ask that the present system be re-examined before it affects
for the worse too radically and irrevocably a large segment
of this community.
We wonder if Christ the King and St. Benedict’s can
handle the overflow resulting from disgruntled RHC stu
dents.

Freedom Reserved fo r Liberals O nly?
The past few weeks have resulted in a barrage of
student protest on other campuses against on-campus recruit
ment by the Dow Chemical Co. and military personnel.
Regardless of one’s personal feelings towards these groups,
it seems the jso-called liberal students endorse freedom of
speech solely for themselves. . They can aptly be compared
to the Puritans who expelled all dissenters from their newlyfounded home.
The pendulum has swung now, so that the left-leaning
forces are most dominant and they quickly forget the days
in which they were repressed. Once unable to be heard,
they would deny this privilege to all others.
Of course, we commend the Rosary Hill student body
for the restraint it showed when confronted by a similar
situation, i.e., women marine corps officers on campus. The
situation was tense, but happily no picketing or sit-ins
resulted.
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the newspaper. The Ascent is in
cluding more than ever, news of
the outside world. It is helping
To the Editor:
students to become more aware
of what’s going on in other
We have a problem. I say “we,” campuses, political movements,
and I presume to mean you and student movements and informa
I, together . . . we have a prob tion on N.S.A.
lem. The “we” is also this college
However, to my disappointment,
community, and beyond it in the the N.S.A. write ups do not con
peopled body of the Church. We vey a fair view of the association,
are not communicating . . . at as to the many benefits it pro
least not to one another. The vides. I am a member of N.S.A.
present bone we gnaw upon, is at R.H.C. and even though my
liturgy, summarily the Mass, membership is still young, I can
where we hem and haw over the definitely see that N.S.A. will
static and the dynamic, the ‘old” play a major part in our student
and the “new” . . . but the cam life.
pus tempest in a teapot is only
The N.S.A. at R.H.C. serves as
an expression of, and not the a mediator between us students
substdnee of, the real difficulty. and colleges and universities
Now, for a brevity of time, we throughout the U. S. Through
we are close to one another, in N.S.A. we students will have the
a closeness that is more proximity benefit of keeping up to date
than vital substance. The abstrac in present educational trends.
tion of a community is present, N.S.A. enables R.H.C. to keep
while the reality of anything truly moving and will keep it from be
communal is one colossal ques coming stagnant, by obtaining
tion mark. The subject of liturgy new ideas from campuses across
cannot even enter in, not while the country. I’d appreciate it if
liturgy is refuted by the incapac the Ascent would print more fa
ity of expressing a church which vorable aspects of N.S.A., since
does not exist, at least not by the the advantages of N.S.A. vastly
common volition of this commu overwhelm the disadvantages.
nal campus.
Without N.S.A. at R.H.C., the col
God has set up a pattern we lege would find progression and
must follow. We must take off keeping up with or even surpass
the mask, stop disguising the ing other colleges in the U. S.
voice, revealing ourselves in very difficult.
varied and fragmentary ways; we
Once a g a i n , congratulations
have an absolute, individual, pri Ascent! I look forward to the day
vate and personal need to speak ,the Ascent can have more than 8
and live from our depths, and pages, and include even more
seek out the depths of the person political, social and campus news
opposite us. Religious maturity or that’s going on outside. Students
immaturity is consequent to that here need to become aware of
choice.
what’s going on out there. The
We manifest religion by being Ascent has become aware of this
persons ourselves, but we cannot need.
be persons independently of peo
Sincerely,
ple. We are either going to be a
Linda Morley ’70.
community of silence or a com ..Ed. Note: The October 4 issue
munity of love; we cannot be of the Ascent contained an entire
both. We are a silent college, or page dedicated to an impartial
we speak in fragments; we are study of N.S.A. This present issue
not more and to that extent we features a defense of the organ
cannot make a good “Mass” be ization by Miss Morsheimer while
it loudly participated or as silent our feature editor, Mary Carol
a s>silence itself. We have been Madej defended it also in the
so indiffrent and apathetic to the October 18 issue).
nature of what we propose to ex
press, in all contradiction, on a
Sunday morning, that it shows in
'True Believer’
almost every area of life at Ro
sary Hill. The Juniors plan a Dear Editor:
weekend and it resolves in the
“Political opportunism” (Michi
deficit of unfulfilled enthusiasm
in people who never showed up. gan State delegate), “group of
The Little Theatre holds thirty- radical idiots” (Walter Cronkite),
three reservations for students “elitist, undemocratic, unconsti
vited free of charge, and, in one tutional” (Michigan State Student
night all thirty-three lie fallow. Body President) — This is NSA?!
No skin off their nose. The alum If this is the only view of NSA
nae fete the seniors for break theh I support the bill for dis
fast, and each year pay the frteight affiliation. Yet, apparently peo
of the many who made the over ple are not too well-informed
tures and never sat down at the on the subject of NSA. And ap
table. Here, one department vies parently, they do not really care
with another, in jealousy exclu a great deal about the benefits
sive of sensitivity and intercoop reaped from such an organiza
eration, and we may nicely pass it tion. I am sure of one “true
by and maintain the proper ap believer” in NSA — I have read
pearance of religion.
In the failure- of all other ex
amples, we will dicker over the
manner of our prayer until one
“system” prevails, and by that
wonderful abstraction we will
eliminate forever the risk of hav
ing to communicate at all. (Only
how will we make Eucharist
without communion?) Christ relates to specific people, faces,
eyes, hearts to the best of his
abilities. He said it. He demon;
strated it. The depths are there.
If a man—male or female — can
not interlock with another hu
man being, his reservations are
too great to permit him to inter
lock with the overwhelming, de
manding, liberating personality
of God.
Good Luck,
Father Smyth.

Community of Silence?

Unfair Presentation
Dear Editor:

I would like to extend congrat
ulations to the staff of the Ascent
on their vast improvement of

one letter to the editor favoring
our membership. Yet, it doesn’t
seem to me that the “average,”
uninvolved, unconscious Rosary
Hill student could care less about
the matter. This fact in itself is
disconcerting.
I base my surety on the organi
zations benefits to our campus
on my opinion because thus far
I have found no one who is
knowledgeable about NSA admit
that we don’t need the organ
ization, exchange of ideas, aware
ness, and personal contacts made
possible by NSA. Especially be
cause we are a small catholic
women’s college we need these
contacts to keep us abreast and
thinking about what is happening
in colleges across the coun
try. And as a come back to the
Ascent's withdrawal articles con
cerning Michigan State, and Am
herst, I know of two schools per
sonally, Nazareth and Bonaventure, who are considering affilia
tion as well as thirty other
schools newly affiliated within
the past year. We may be made
to believe NSA is dying; it is too
bad we’re misinformed.
So now what will happen?
Some apparently unaware stu
dents will propose a bill favoring
disaffiliation at one of our hour
and forty-five minute Senate
meetings, and we will quietly
make our decision. I do not doubt
the fact that if you check the
bulletin board for the next few
weeks you will one glorious Wed
nesday find a neatly, typed, pro
fessional notice making aware
those neat-type, professional stu
dents of Senate’s decision on the
matter. Those previously referred
to unconscious students will re
main—unconscious.
Since I side with those who
advocate affiliation, I propose
that the bill when brought to
Senate be tabled until our con
stituency, NSA’s reason for exist
ence, the conscious or unconsci
ous students be made aware of
NSA in toto. In other words I
have challenged Miss Connaugh
ton and her supporters to an open
debate and she has willingly ac
cepted. I hope to see the final
decision in the hands of the stu
dents in the form of a student
vote.
Flower power wilts in the heat
of debate.
Sincerely,
Dani Morsheimer
NSA Coordinator

Become Uninvolved?
Dear Editor:

Student involvement (i.e. get
ting students involved) has been,
is now, and will continue to be
a problem (there will always be
those who do not choose to be
involved). But once involved, it
(Cont’d on Pg. 6)
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State Tuition, Board Raise Reported;

CHEESE and PEPPERONI SPECIAL

Inadequate Government Funds Cited

$.99 Delivered

WASHINGTON (CPS) — Fourfifths of the nation’s state col
leges and universities have raised
tuition, fees, and room and board
rates this year.
A report just issued by the
National Association of State Uni
versities and Land Grant Colleges
(NASULGC) and the Association
of State Colleges and Universities
(ASCU) says “There is hardly a
student in the country who will
pay as much for his freshman
year of college as he will for his
senior year.
“Tuition, fees, and room and
board charges are rising so fast
and so often that today’s state
university senior is paying about
15 per cent more for his educa
tion this year than he did as a
freshman in 1964,” the report
adds. And that’s if you’re an
instate student. Non-residents
are paying 23 per cent more
than they did as freshmen.
The N A S U L G C represents
large state universities and the
ASCU rpresents smaller state col
leges and universities.
The report shows a 6.5 per
cent increase in in-state tuition
and fees at NASULGC institu
tions, from a medium of $330
last year to $351.50 this year.
Out-of-State tuition went up 8.4
per cent from $784 to $850.
At ASCU institutions, instate-'
tuition and fees rose four per
cent, from $250 to $260. Out-ofState tuition and fees rose nine

per cent from $550.50 to $600.
Room rates rose sharply at
the big schools, increasing 12 per
cent for men and 16.3 per cent
for women. Room increases at
the smaller colleges and board
increases generally were all
silghtly smaller.

A Long Day's Journey

Pizza and Subs by

Into Night

DiROSE

By M ARYHELEN CARULLO '69

In a play which comes close to
actual auto-biography, A Long
Day's Journey into Night, Eu
gene O’Neill writes from New
England Irish-Catholic sorrow and
joy. It is a play of malignant
humanity, in which the Tyrone
family manifest a zest for life;
but life to them is a terrifying,
terrible existence. Yet, they are
compelled to live it. They are
like madmen running headlong at
a brick wall.
James Tyrone, the drinking
father, is obsessed with land
hunger. The sons are apostates;
the mother is devoutly religious.
The entire family is forced to
live, driven by a virtually fanatic
fear of madness and death. Sui
cide is their paramount aversion.
The national Judas-complex,
evidenced also in the writings of
James Joyce, forms a vital part
of this O’Neill drama. The father,
James, has betrayed his wife,
Mary, by providing for her a
cheap doctor, who causes her
addiction to morphine; Jamie, the
older son by ten years, betrays
twenty-three year old Edmund by
attempting to corrupt him. In
this family, no one can be de
pended upon.
James Tyrone professes his
faith in Roman Catholicism with
out deep commitment. Mary has
the deep commitment, but cannot
pray as Claudius of Hamlet could
not. Morphine has become her
vehicle for reversion to childhood
and to convent life. She dares
not forgive herself. The facts of
married life are too much for
her to bear.
O’Neil masterfully weaves an
irony of affection and distaste
into his drama. It is close to
autobiography, but this is irrele
vant to an appreciation of the
drama. O’Neill writes a message
of struggle of life-for-its-ownsake. “We are constantly meeting
ourselves,” notes James Joyce.
But O’Neill implies masterfully
that one guilty-innocent human
being is too proud, or too afraid,
to meet another.

F R E E 12 oz. COLD POP WITH ORDER

The report says there âre two
major reasons generally given by
institutions for fee increases:
• Failure by state governments
to appropriate sufficient funds
for higher education.
• Rising costs of food, labor,
operation, and construction.
The report also says tuition
increases are often “justified by
a desire to keep charges in line
with those of comparable neigh
boring institutions.” The need for
more funds to c o m p e t e for
“scarce faculty talent” also re
sults in many tuition increases.
The report says tuition is now
nearly three times as high as it
was 20 years ago. And out-of-state
fees are going up especially fast.
Non-resident students are paying
one-third more than they paid in
1964-65. In that year only four
large universities charged more
Attending at non-compulsory meetings; standing room only?
than $1,000 a year; this year
there are 22.
ACROSS:
This increase in out-of-state
cannabis sativa
tuition “generally reflect moves
1. ------------ Khaiyam
to make non-resident students
BERKELEY, Calif. (CPS)—The
6. showy
pay a larger share of their costs, official residence of the chancel
while state tax funds are devoted lor of the University of California 12. ------------ of the Jungle
to underwriting costs of instruc at Berkeley is one of those superb- 14. cure-all
tion for in-staxe tuitions.
stately mansions set on a little 16. shiftless
hil and surrounded by meticul 18. New Deal agency
ously manicured shrubbery.

Student Leaders Discuss Gov t;
Tentative Plan for Union Proposed
A joint meeting of the Student
Senate, Resident Council and
Wick Board was held Tuesday,
November 7, to discuss the pos
sibilities of more effective stu
dent government.
In presenting a plan for con
solidating the three bodies, Carol
Sinnott, Student Association Pres
ident, and Mary Ryan, President
of the Resident Association cited
the advantages of such a system:
student unity, programming un
ity and more effective communi
cation.
The tentative plan proposed an
executive council, composed of
one president, 3 vice presidents:
legislative, programming and res
ident, a treasurer and a secretary.
The vice presidents would chair
their respective boards and be
responsible to the executive coun
cil in their particular realms.
Counter-suggestions and objec
tions to this proposal were raised
in ensuing discussion. The spon
sors maintained that the proposal
was intended to stimulate dis
cussion and to provoke resolu
tions geared toward mutual co
operation.
The possibility of restructuring
this government which was laud
ed as “a more mature way. of
governing, a natural outgrowth of
the present system,” as well as
labeled “useless, redundant, bu
reaucratic,” remained open to
f u t u r e discussion and refine
ments.
Since most areas in program
ming overlap, as do the realms
of several campus committees

R e v ie w :

including food and attire, the
general consensus was that addi
tional efforts toward communica
tion and co-operation were neces
sary. M a u r e e n Connaughton
seconded this view by suggesting
compulsory meetings of the pres
idents of each group without an
actual c h a n g e in the present
structure.
Opinion was divided when the
meeting adjourned, but p l a n s
were made for a follow-up meet
ing. At this time it was felt
that student officers would have
had ample opportunity to assimi
late general opinion and to form
ulate feasible plans toward mutu
al goals.
When asked to comment on
this matter, Miss Sinnott stated:
“It is my belief that until the
student body is a united faction
on our campus we will not be
able to meet the administration
and faculty as peers. Since the
beginning of my college years, I
have heard cries of day-dorm
disunity. Certainly each has its
unique advantages, problems and
interests. Yet, I believe that our
united advantages, problems and
interests are much more potent
and vital. This must be our focal
point of communication. I think
that “with a little bit of soul”—
be it from a juke box or from
a joint meeting, the student voice
is obviously geeting louder . . .
I hope the students let Senators,
Wick Representatives, and Resi
dent Representatives hear any
thing that they have to say! We
certainly are interested in listen
ing!”

The Choice

of

20. teen dance

The unique feature of the
house is an outdoor clock that
lies in the middle of a beautiful
garden area. Various flowers
make up the face of the clock.
On Monday a new flower was
discovered in the garden, a flow
er called “cannabis sativa,” oc
casionally known as marijuana.
Said Mrs. Roger Heyns, the
chancelor’s wife, “I don’t think
I’d know it if I saw it.”
Said campus police Sergeant
J o s e p h Halloran, “It wasn’t
blown in by the breeze.”

21. first engine
23. conjunction
24. golden (foreign)
28. body
30. term of

respect

32. that is
33. city
35. mild
37. use

(Latin

noun)

38. one of singing group
40. greeting
41 affirmative
42. road (abbrev.)
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2 2 . ------------Adoremus
25. medieval loaning
26. Biblical character
27. sense
29. grain
31. dogmas
32. possessive
34. doctors' group
3 6 . ------------ and pa
39. preposition

Letters to
the Editor
are welcomed.
This is your opportunity to
condone, condemn, i n c i t e ,
delight.
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Post Mqm Street

NSA Campus Delegate Reports;

Spain: Diversity, Beauty, Excitement
By SH IR LEY MUNOZ '68

I can only give you impressions
and incidents separated from the
whole, because I am still trying
to understand what I saw, and
what I felt.
Isolated, barren, and sad, the
plateau spreads beneath the
white sun. Sheep and goats wan
der aimlessly under the watchful
eye of the shepherd.

%

%•

à

Villages would suddenly appear
mocking -the apparent isolation.
Towering above each village, the
churches seemed to challenge the
sky for meaningless supremacy.
A ruined castle cast its shadow
too, but the grey, white houses
only silently o b s e r v e d the
struggle.
Men with tanned faces, women
with gnarled hands stared, and
we returned their stares, not
knowing what to say. There ex
isted no time here, only birth,
marriage, and death. Everything
follows an endless pattern. The
young men dream of Madrid, its
diversity, its beauty and its ex
citement.
Madrid through some royal
^caprice stands in the middle of
Spain. The streets filled with
people twist and turn through
graceful fountains, green parks,
and ever present cafes. Every

CA STLE IN SPAIN

plaza blushes with a monument
of some general or other. How
ever, Cervantes’ monument rises
up forlorned across the street
from American express. Madrid
pulses with movement, and you
forget about the villages. In fact,
you are caught up in the move
ment, but morning comes and
you ride the bus to school. The
police sit next to you, their ma
chine guns carelessly slung over
their shoulders. And you ard re
minded of the turmoil and desparation that exists. Only the tourist
distracts your* eye, snapping pic
tures of the picturesque civil

His remarks came in the wake
of major student strikes at the
University of Wisconsin and
Brooklyn College. In both cases,
the strikes were called after po
lice were ordered onto the cam
puses to break up student demon
strations. Polite also broke up a
demonstration at Princeton Uni
versity this week.
The initial demonstrations at
Wisconsin and Brooklyn which
brought in the police were
against unpopular campus re
cruiters. “Information we have
received during the past few days
indicates protests against campus
recruiters will not end with
Brooklyn and Wisconsin — they
wil spread,” Schwartz said.

PLEASE CALL
*
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, PIZZA
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guards. You will learn to hate
them, and fear them just as the
Spaniards.
But there is something vital,
something beautiful, perhaps it
is the sense of struggle that at
tracts. Explore it, find it, even
if you find yourself hating the
censorship, the central, and the
intolerance of the Spanish. Just
be aware, they are people caught
in a dynamic change.
I can’t draw a neat conclusion
for you. But then, there’s no
need to. It is for you to draw the
conclusions.

NSA Protests Police Intervention;
Conference on Student Power Planned
WASHINGTON (CPS) — The
unrestrained and brutal use of
police to disperse campus demon
strations may be the cause of the
most serious crisis higher educa
tion has faced in this century,
according to Ed Schwartz, presi
dent of the National Student As
sociation.
Schwartz predicted this week
that at least 25 major protests
will be held, this year on college
campuses across the country, and
he warned college administrators
against calling the cops.
NSA will “support and assist
student strikes growing out of
the unwarranted use of police to
bludgeon student demonstrators,”
Schwartz said.

Educational Reform Investigated
By DANI MORSHEIMER '68

There were times when I would
passionately want to wftte, but I
could not. What could I say to
you about Spain that would be
pertinent and near to you?

1
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DELIVERY HOURS
FROM 4:30 P.M.

‘The reckless use of police on
campuses last week has merely
highlighted the lack of concern
that administrators feel toward
students and has lent new urgen
cy for our drive to encourage
student power on campuses,” he
added.
He predicted that a confronta
tion between Central Intelligence
Agency recruiters and demonstra
tors may occur at Brandeis be
tween now and mid-November.
He also mentioned Fordham,
Chicago, Columbia, M i c h i g a n ,
Wayne State, the City College
of New York, and Oberlin as in
stitutions where major student
protests may take place.
Schwartz announced NSA is
sending a list of guidelines to
student governments across the
country to be used when con
frontations are expected on their
campuses. Demonstrations reach
serious proportions “because stu
dent government leaders fre
quently fail to play a creative
role before the incidents occur,”
he said. He emphasized that NSA
does not support attempts to
block students from attending
job interviews, for example, but
“this does not mean that student
leaders sit on their hands until a
group of students is beaten by
police.”
NSA will assist student govern
ments to insure that they obtain
a voice over policies affecting
recruiters and that they exercise
a constructive role during the
demonstrations t h e m s e l v e s ,
Schwartz said.
He announced that NSA will
sponsor a national student confer
ence on student power at the
University of Minnesota Nov. 1719. The conference will not cen
ter on resolutions, he said, but
will be a planning session for
direct campus action.
The guidelines being sent to
student governments were writ
ten by about 10 NSA staff mem
bers. The guidelines “are not
policy decisions and are not man
datory; they are just advice on
tactics,” Schwartz said.

On the campus front NSA is
beginning to gain momentum.
Miss Linda Morley, Jackie Moulin,
Mr. J. Segmen and myself at
tended a regional NSA confer
ence on Educational Reform at
Colgate University, November 3-5.
Some concrete ideas were formu
lated on the Student Course and
Teacher Evaluation idea and Ex
perimental College specifically,
as well as pass-fail grading sys
tems and invaluable personal con
tacts with student leaders on
campuses throughout New York
State. (Believe it or not we even
got some new ideas for Cosem!)
In another realm, that of extra
curricular education, the people
of the Psychology Club have un
dertaken the investigation of a
drug program or weekend confer
ence. The idea came hy way of
suggestion from the NSA Com
mittee with resources from the
National Office. Psych majors are
really psyched!
Julie Bogardus ’70, member of
the NSA Steering Committee at
RHC, is busy attempting to in
corporate NSA’s resources con
cerning Community Action Curri
culum into \Rosary Hill’s educa
tional opportunities. This pro
gram would be giving Sociology,
Psychology, and Education ma
jors, as well as other interested
students, ,a chance to obtain per
sonal experience in teaching un

derprivileged children in the Buf
falo area.
The Student Films shown at
the NSA Student Film Festival
this summer at the Lincoln Art
Center in New York City are
available to us at half the nor
mal cqst because we are a mem
ber school. Linda Onufer ’70,
member of NSA Steering Com
mittee, is planning to show these
movies (series of short flicks)
repeatedly perhaps for one day
so that everyone may drop in or
out at any time. If we have our
way there will be no admission
fee and free balloons.
Linda Morley ’70, also a mem
ber of the NSA Steering Com
mittee, is beginning investiga
tion into the possibility of in
corporating a modified experi
mental college into our present
educational structure. Any sug
gestions for courses desired to
learri or teach in an unrequired,
ungraded, seminar learning situa
tion may be made to Linda.
NSA is moving in many areas
to serve you—the student. If you
are not interested in what we
are doing we are open to sugges
tions and challenge any student
to come up with an idea on which
we cannot move with the help
of the National Office of NSA.
Our meetings are generally open
ana are held on Wednesdays at
4:30 in W115. Agendas are posted
in advance on the NSA bulletin
board.
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" A ll right, then.

Who was able to see the pole?”
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is very hard to become un-involved. The involved person is
usually the one that makes a
commitment and suffers, or is,
occasionally, satisfied with her
efforts and results effected.
N.S.A. is an organization which,
on the whole, is representative of
these involved people: people
who are concerned with all as
pects of student activities (i.e.:
student discounts to educational
reform). My dear editor, are we
all so un-involved that N.S.A.
holds nothing for us?
Maybe we should withdraw. If
one sees N.S.A. as merely a mob
of black and whites, the blacks
with ‘power” signs and the whites
with Ronson butanes next to their
—Tuesday thru Sunday
I-A cards, maybe we should with
draw. I, however, need not give
N.S.A. all the credit for having
a few of these among their breth
ren; I can find too many on Main
—Thurs., f h ., sat.
Street and too many at Lafayette
Square on prescribed days.- I
need not go to an N.S.A. con
vention to find a ”dump-Johnson
campaign’ or a brochure on Viet
every w e d .
Nam which has to be paid for
and gives no diversity of opin
ion. No, I need not, because there
are/have been campaigns in Buf
falo as such and S.D.S. has been
Saturday —
—5 Stairsteps
handing out those brochures for
years. Thus, N.S.A. should not
receive all the credit you have
given it.
We here at Rosary Hill do not
Sunday —
have to worry, we need not make
commitments, because we are not
involved with such trivia, and if
N.S.A. is involved, then we should
dis-affiliate. If N.S.A. has/is/will
be sponsoring conferences on
e d u c a t i o n a l r e f o r m they
s h o u l d be avoided because
educational reform is something
which does , not involve students.
Educational reform is (is it?)
something which is effected by
WASHINGTON (CPS) — A one to work in a hospital in New everyone would have the same some faction other than students.
(?) What a »relief; the student
small - scale “national service” York or to teach in Appalachia, opportunity.”
Although the secretariat wants need not question the value of
program could be initiated in for example.”
to disassociate the program with the courses she is taking, nor
non-military endeavors and would
Eberly will be sending out a the draft, Eberly admits this is need she worry about making any
meet educational and manpower proposal explaining the program almost impossible. “As long as decisions concerning her educa
needs. Interested young people and seeking support within the the draft exists, it will affect the tional process, she need only ask
would be matched with service near future. The prosposal, which number of people interested in to have her schedule made up
came out of a conference on na the program,’ he said.
by an advisor!
opportunities consistent w i t h tional
service last spring, will be
Unfortunately, I consider it no
both the needs of the nation and sent to both government and pri
After the program gets off the relief whatsoever to have things
with their own education and vate agencies.
ground, Edberly would like to see handed to me or planned for me
legislation passed which would most of the time. I am/you are
skills.
But Eberly thinks an effective defer volunteers while they are a unique individual, and to be
The concept of universal na national service program — one in the non-military service. Their planned fois en masse may not
tional service has been widely that would pay subsistence costs deferments would end after they be the answer/maybe it will have
discussed in recent years. But, of service activities for all young completed their service, but to be. Please question, please
although the idea has been sup people — will have to be under for what they have done,” Eberly think.
ported by Secretary of Defense written by the government be “they should be given recognition
I ventured forth to Hamilton,
Robert McNamara, it has never cause of high costs ($4-5,000 per said.
New York this past week-end to
received wide - spread support, volunteer). And it is unlikely that
He proposes that draft boards attend an N.S.A. regional con
primarily because of the conflict the government will support the
program fully as long as the Viet place former national service vol vention. The substance of the
with the draft.
nam war continues.
unteers later in the order of call, discussions was that in the realm
so
that in effect, they would only of educational reform. It was
But now, a non-profit organiza
probably the crowning point of
“It will probably be a decade or be drafted in an-emergency.
tion called the National Service
my college experience. The things
Secretariat is seeking support for two, perhaps by 1980, before we
that I’ve been thinking and trying
have
a
universal
program,”
Eber
Eberly
does
not
think
young
a national service program which
people would use the program as to effect on this campus were
would be as far removed from ly said.
an escape from the draft, how things which had been effected
the Selective Service System as
“The
program
would
be
univer
ever.
“In the first place, the per on other campuses most success
possible. The secretariat is sup
sal
in
the
sense
of
providing
serv
iod of commitment in the national fully (there were those that
ported by private funds, not by
ice opportunities for all young service program could extend failed—but they did try.) To ex
the government.
people, men and women, regard over a longer period of time than plain in detail the various pro
less
of their financial status or in the military service, perhaps grams and their effectiveness at
Donald Eberly, executive di
rector of the secretariat, said his educational background,’ Edberly two and a half years or three this time would not do either
organization is attempting to set said. He explains that traditional years.” And volunteers would still justice. I will say they were pro
up a network of service oppor ly, volunteer service agencies stand the chance of being drafted, grams concerning comps, stu
dent-teacher evaluation, faculty
tunities which would work some have attracted only middle and he said.
evaluation of students (other
what like a computer dating sys-v upjper-class people because they
than
marks bestowed at the end
are
the
only
ones,who
can
afford
In
addition
to
recognition
by
tem. For instance, young persons
the Selecteive Service system, of a semester), experimental col
interested in working for about it.
the secretariat is recommending leges and a vast array of other
two years in some service agency
“A
20-year-old
who
had
to
sup
that volunteers be given academ topics. All topics which directly
would , feed information about
themselves into a computer. The port his family would be given a ic and financial recognition for involve the student whether he
computer, in turn, would match family allowance to send back their service, to be applied likes it or not (i.e.: everyone re
ceives a mark for a course.)
each individual with the service home,” Eberly said. “This way against their further education.
You will have the opportunity
activity best suited for him.
to hear about this entire experi
ence at an open forum to be held
Eberly sees the program sup
very soon. It concerns you, it con
plying young people to work in
cerns N.S.A.
such fields as education, health,
I have mentioned much of what
conservation, community service,
N. S. A. is not. It is not some
and overseas assistance.
thing to be described on paper, it
Peace Corps, the Job Corps,
must be discussed openly. Educa
tional reform must be discussed
Existing agencies, such as the
openly. Both are relevant to all.
VISTA, and the Red Cross may
Please assert yourself. You are
participate in the program and
unique, I cannot speak for you.
receive volunteers. But the scope
Please commit yourself to do so.
of the program would be almost
Feel free to question me c/o
unlimited, Eberly said. “Oppor
Dani Morsheimer, N.S.A. Co-ordi
tunities would be open for some
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nator who also attended the af
fair at Colgate. We are waiting
for our case to come up and we
are waiting for a rebirth of won
der. (Thank you Ferlinghetti)
Moreover, I ask you/yet I do
not assert that:
This is not the place
that you do anything
This is the part of the world
where nothing’s doing
Where no one’s doing
anything
Where nobody’s anywhere
nobody nowhere
except yourself
not even a mirror
to make you two
not a soul
except your own
maybe
and even that
not there
maybe
or not yours
maybe
because you’re what’s called
dead
you’ve reached your station
DESCEND.
Emphatically,
Jacquelyn Moulin ’68
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Dear Editor:

Regarding the article in the
column e n t i t l e d “Past Main
Street” published October 18, we
would like to express our initial
shock and amazement as to the
immature and narrow-minded at
titudes expressed by Sue Cum
mings, Class of ’68. We would like
to entitle our article “Lyon—
Anyone for a Real Experience in
Living?”
What is a year in Lyon? To
begin with, Lyon is the second
largest and most important in
dustrial city in France, “le Vieux
Lyon,” typifying the beauty and
quaintness of old world French
living. We realize our fortune to
be able to live in this section
of the city and to enjoy the fresh
ness and its antiquity. As one
Parisian so misaptly put it, “It’s
a shame you had to spend a year
in Lyon. Why couldn’t you have
spent it in France?” We think
it’s a shame that more people
aren’t able to appreciate all that
Lyon offers to make France what
it is.
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We mean it is not every day
that you arrive at your new homefor-a-year to be be sincerely wel
comed by the directrice and
warmly accepted by the other
French girls in our dorm, com
plete with their aid in unpacking
our trunks. In all, we were made
to feel entirely at home.
Having arrived a week before
classes began, we had plenty of
tim e to get our bearings in Lyon,
and the first days of classes
went quite smoothly. Then be
cause foreigners are required to
register with the police, we en
joyed a long walk through an
other section of the city to obtain
our “Carte de Sejour” at the
Comissariat (the department re
sponsible for law enforcement in
Lyon). We pity t h o s e typical
Americans who come to Europe
not being able to adjust to their
customs, such as a 2Vz hour lunch
break each day!
We didn’t have to wait three
months or so to meet other stu
dents, begin to enjoy Lyon and
have life brightened. Already we
have found friends amongst the
girls in our dorm and other stu
dents wher are studying in Lyon.
We find the meals in our foyer
quite satisfactory, but then we
never expected the food to be
comparable to “John’s Flaming
Hearth,” or for that matter, even
“mother’s cooking.”
Finally, when people must be
so petty as to compare styles of
dancing (what’s in!!!), such ego
centric people should stay home.
Beverly A. Scilingo ’69
Beatrice A. Jenkin ’69
Peggy P. Priore ’69 .
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